
MORGAN ACADEMY OF PERFORMING ARTS 

COVID-19 IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES AS AT 19TH JULY 2021

Venue Check-In  

Whilst we are no longer legally required to ask you to “check in” to our 
venue, we will continue to display our NHS QR Code and would encourage 
you to make use of this facility to help identify potential cases.


You will only be contacted by NHS Test and Trace if there is an outbreak at 
our venue (an outbreak being two or more cases).  A venue alert will not ask 
individuals to self-isolate and our venue will not need to close.

Hygiene Measures  

We have decided to continue with all hygiene measures going forward:-

1. Alcohol Free Foam Sanitisers are available in each studio and children 
will be asked to sanitise their hands both before and after each class. 
Alcohol Free Foam Sanitisers are recommended for use in a school 
environment. They are non-flammable and non-toxic, and provide 
extended protection well after the solution has dried on the hands. 


2. Staff will also regularly sanitise their hands throughout the day. 


3. Studios will be sanitised at the end of each session before the next set 
of children arrive (to include door handles, ballet bars, music stations 
and any other equipment that may have been used). We have chosen 
Clinell Universal Wipes. They are NHS approved and have a patented 
formula which is effective against the coronavirus in one minute. It is a 
disinfectant and detergent in one and has been dermatologically tested 
so it is kind to hands. 


4. Washrooms will be cleaned frequently throughout the day. 


Ventilation Measures  

These will remain in place:-

1. Window trickle vents will be open at all times. 


2. Our air conditioning units have been set to use ‘fresh air’ (taking the air 
supply from outdoors). 


3. In areas of the building without air conditioning we will open windows 
to allow the air to circulate. 


4. In such circumstances where the air conditioning is not required we will 
open doors and windows to allow air to flow through the building. 


